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Abstract
Centralized generation is when electric power is produced in a large scale of tens
of MWs and is located away from the end user. This kind of production is connected to a
series of high-voltage transmission lines. Electricity is then delivered to the end user
through a network of distribution grids. Centralized generation tend to have multiple end
user with multiple user profiles.
Distributed Generation is when is produced in a small scale and is located at the
site of or very close to the end user. There are many ways distributed generation can be
achieved, Solar power being the most prominent. Distributed generation is generally
assigned to a single end user and a single user type. Examples of distributed generation are
solar, small generators and any form of generation with power ratings from KWs to a few
MWs.
Centralized generation and distributed generation have many differences between
each other. Distributed generation helps in cutting down the line losses that come with
having long distribution lines and with having end users located far away from the point
of generation. Distributed generation also has many setbacks, includes requiring converters
which would help in matching the needed voltage.
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This thesis will draw an analysis between distributed and centralized generation.
Comparing different types and studying advantages and disadvantages of both. DC-DC
converters are studied for the application in distributed generation. Matlab and simulink
models of solar application are built and studied with the use of a model DC-DC converter
with a mutual conductor. Practical aspects of solar power installation are also studied.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review
1.1 Distributed Generation Vs Centralized Generation
Considering that solar and other renewable sources of generation
are relatively newer compared to conventional forms of generating
electricity, terms such as “decentralized generation”, “dispersed
generation” and “distributed energy resources” are still used to define
renewable sources of electricity. As show by Pepermans et al. (2005), all
these terms have different meanings when the characteristics of each are
considered. According to Dondi et al. (2002) any generator that is not part
of the centralized generation and is rather smaller in production is defined
as Distributed Generation. Chambers (2001), however, limits the maximum
amount of generation for a distributed generation as 30 KW.
Distributed generation doesn’t have a proper defined upper limit in
literature, therefore the limit can range anywhere from 1MW to 100 MW
(Ackermann et al., 2001). For the purposes of encompassing the many
definitions and categories of distributed generation, Ackermann et al.
(2001) came up with a definition for all types of distributed generation.
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“Distributed generation is an electric power source connected directly to
the distribution network or on the customer site of the meter”. (Ackermann
et al., 2001).
From the early 1930s centralized generation has been the most
sought-after form of generation due to the development of an AC grid.
(Carley, 2009). Over the past century, even before the development of AC
grids, centralized generation prevailed. This also gave rise to high
transmission losses and the generation of high amount of greenhouse
gasses. Centralized generation is largely fueled by fossil fuels. Coal power
plants (maximum generation) were first used in US and are still being used.
Keeping in mind the high amount of power usage by the country there are
very high amount of pollution that is being caused by the power plants.
Hydro-generation power plants are the second highest power producing
type in the US, these have very high ecological effects on the environment
and deteriorates the ecological sanctity of a region.
1.2 Drawbacks of centralized Generation
Several literature works circle out the drawback of centralized
generation. This helps in expanding motive towards the development of
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distributed generation as the main source of power or at least as a source of
power complementing the main source of power.
(El-Khattam et Salama, 2004; Perpermans et al., 2005).
Important characteristics from the literature review are discussed further:
Costs due to Transmission and Distribution: Transmission of
electricity and distribution of electricity can amount upto 30% of the total
cost of electricity. In this scenario, the costs of transmission and distribution
for small customers that tend to take electricity at smaller volume and
voltage is higher than that of an industrial customer whose demand voltage
ranges from medium to high voltage (IEA, 2002).
The costs of transmission and distribution have a few main drivers:
•

Conductor resistance and other factors like leakages leading to line
losses;

•

Theft of electricity ;

•

Electricity has to be converted to match with each customer’s
needs(residential and industrial) This continuous stepping down and
stepping up of voltages create losses and inefficiency (EIA, 2009).
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Complete amount of losses created is very significant, as shown in
table 1. Excluding the amount of financial loss, there is also an implicit loss
in terms of greenhouse emissions.
Table 1Transmission and Distribution Losses towards Un-accounted Power
Usage in the US. (Energy Information Administration, 2009)
Date Net
T&D losses Ln%
Generation- and
Bn kWh
unaccounted
for
Electricity
1973 1864
165
8.9%
1975 1921

180

9.4%

1980 2290

216

9.4%

1995 2473

190

7.7%

1996 3444

231

6.7%

1997 3492

224

6.4%

1998 3620

221

6.1%

1999 3695

240

6.5%

2000 3803

244

6.4%

2001 3737

202

5.4%

2002 3858

248

6.4%

2003 3883

228

5.9%

2004 3971

266

6.7%

2005 4055

269

6.5%
4

2006 4065

266

6.5%

2007 4157

264

6.4%

2008 4115

241

5.9%

•

Rural electrification: In a large power system with many user
profiles, providing electricity in rural areas can be challenging due to
many reasons. Long overhead lines need to be developed so that rural
areas can be provided with electricity, combining this with a small
amount of usage can prove un-economical. The increase of losses
which further increases the costs of transmission and distribution also
adds on, making providing of electricity to rural places very costly.
In cases like these, distributed generation is economically more
feasible (Carley, 2009).

•

Costs due to expanding transmission and distribution network: Due
to the increase in population and the expansion of small towns the
investment linked with expanding transmission and distribution
networks will increase over the next 20 years. Estimated investment
of OECD countries towards the expansion of electricity by The
International Energy Agency (2003) is 3000 to 3500 billion dollars
5

by the year 2030. Distributed generation is an alternative in such
cases, helping in bringing the costs of transmission and distribution
network down.
•

Energy efficiency: Gains/profits of energy transmission and
distribution started to become smaller and smaller in the 1960s due
to the use of higher temperature and pressure. These conditions
lowered efficiency and also caused massive wear and tear in the
materials that were used, eg: steam engine (Hirsch, 1989).
Cogeneration systems were then developed to reuse the heat from
neighboring generation plants. This combination of 2 generating
facilities, electricity and heat increased efficiency of a plant to about
90% (IPPC, 2007). While generating of electricity solely results to
only a 40% efficiency in a plant. This further justifies the use of
distributed generation as the transport of heat and electricity is not
easy and results in high costs.

•

Security and reliability: Energy security is better achieved by using
distributed generation as:

Fuel diversity:Centralized generation can accommodate for very few types
of fuels, while distributed generation can accommodate many different
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kinds of generations, which also gives incentive of moving away from
conventional sources (IEA, 2002).

Back up generation: one of the most important uses of distributed
generation has been to act as a back up at important facilities like hospitals
and police stations. Generators have been installed at critical locations to
provide electricity in case of distribution/transmission network failures.
•

Deregulation of Electricity: In Energy markets which are deregulated, the reserve electricity of any plant can be depleted due to
unplanned shortages, in cases like these the cost of electricity is
driven up. To help in situations like these, large consumers have
developed distributed generations for themselves. This has been
possible only after the market had become more flexible and allows
for multiple points of entry.

•

Environmental Impact: Conventional fuels for generation of
electricity have a huge negative impact on the environment. It
amounts to about 1/4th of NOx emissions, 1/3rd of CO2 emissions and
2/3rd of SO2 emissions of the whole of United States(EPA, 2003).
Distributed Generation has been used to mitigate some of these
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factors including environmental effects caused by transmission and
distribution.
1.3 Revival of Distributed Generation
As noticed there are many factors that influence the idea of
distributed generation. This is not to remove the method of centralized
generation but it is to compliment it. This will help in 2 ways: by
eventually leading to the deregulation of the electricity market and by
reducing the emission of greenhouse gasses drastically (Perpermans et al.,
2005).
To promote distributed generation, Europe released two directives
which aimed at providing a free flow of gas and electricity across the
continent. Thus, creating a new framework making it possible to increase
the share of electricity produced by the method of distributed generation.
(IEA, 2002). These directives have led to 2 main advantages for the
distributed generation:
1) Due to the recent decentralized energy market changes, distributed
generation is able to develop and spread more quickly. New
applications include the development of peaking generators and also
capacity generators, Peaking generators help mitigate the costs
8

incurred due to demanding electric power at a time of peak demand
prices and capacity generators help in providing electricity in times of
higher consumption without having to burden the grid. (Pepermans et
al., 2005).
2) Distributed generation is smaller in size and is easier to build when
compared to conventional methods, this helps in providing electricity
in congested places and also in geographically hard locations.
Distributed generation also helps in mitigating the need to provide
small amount of electricity to meet demand of smaller consumers
(IEA, 2002).
One of the most important impacts that is leading todays distributed
generation revolution is to help avoid the kind of impact a centralized
generation network has on the environment. The environmental and
economic constraints led to the search for a better method of power
generation. Distributed energy portrayed positive impact on the
abovementioned constraints by:
1) Cogeneration has helped in mitigating the need to store and transport
heat/steam, being able to use the heat for centralized heating as well as
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production of electricity has helped in reducing costs and has a positive
impact on the environment.
2) Distributed generation is flexible in terms of using different forms of fuel.
For example, using gasses from a landfill is one of the typical advantages
to distributed cogeneration.
1.4 Current and prospective share of Distributed Generation
Distributed generation, as explained in the introduction has many
definitions and thus becomes hard to estimate the total amount of
distributed generation currently in use. The said differences lead to a varied
amount of results, which is due to the dilemma of being able to include a
certain type of distributed generation. For example, the exclusion of all
distributed energy plants above the range of 20 MW brings California’s
share of Distributed generation down to 2.5% while the inclusion brings the
share upto 17% (Rawson and Sugar, 2007).

Figure 1 Distributed Generation share by the 25 countries of EU. (Cossent et al.,
2009).
10

Chapter 2: Distributed Generation
2.1 Constraints
Classifying what amount of generation is distributed generation and
what amount of power generated would be not be considered as distributed
generation was and still is a significant problem. This hampers in the
growth of a network that is robust and reliable. For example, during the
year 2007, in the state of California the amount of distributed generation
was 2.7% of the total demand. This 2.7% is when co-generation of above
20MW was not considered. From the same data when all levels of cogeneration were considered, the share went up to 17% of the total demand
(Rawson and Sugar, 2007). `
Furthermore, estimation of the amount of co-generation that
penetrates the main utility grid at an instant of time is difficult and hence
decreases the robustness of the framework that is being developed to
accommodate both central and distributed generation, as noted below.
“For a long time, western Denmark managed to increase DG connection apparently
with only minor changes in network control. […]. It was not until the early 2000s
that the reliability problems, created by the sudden increase in wind generation,
grew acute—notably the blackouts in eastern Denmark in 2003 were a wake-up
call.” (Lethonen and Nye, 2009) 2.1.1 Technical Constraints
11

To develop a robust framework that would be able to accommodate
and reciprocate to any or most amount of renewable power, recognizing
and overcoming of technical
constraints is the initial step.
The following is a discussion of the technical difficulties involved
in employing distributed generation (Pehnt and Schneider (2006)).
1) Capacity of Distributed Generation: When Distributed Generators are
added at the distribution network level, it creates a lot of load on the preexisting distribution network (transformers and conductors). Work for
reinforcing the pre-existing network is to be undertaken. One of the most
important pieces of the network is the transformer which converts medium
voltage to low voltage and high voltage to a medium voltage level. When
the power generated by the distributed generator is far higher than the
consumption then the voltage will have to be converted from low to
medium and then to high voltage so it can be directed to other areas of
consumption. A transformer needs to be equipped with handling this kind
of flow (and have the ability to handle a potential overflow). Considering
the times during peaking hours, the distributed generators are at their
maximum output to be able to make a difference during peak demand and
12

also the continuous distributed generators, the transformers and conductors
need to be equipped this kind of flow.
Determining the transformer’s and the cable’s specifications can also be
done with a demand forecast during peaking hours as this will be the time
of maximum power flow.
2) Power: Distributed generators are connected generally in low voltage
networks. This allows for the voltage to be maintained in long distribution
lines. In long distribution lines the power losses are higher due to the addedup resistance in the cables. Though distributed generators help in keeping
the power levels maintained and help in delivering the required amount of
power they cannot cross a certain threshold. When a distributed generator
is connected to a network which is already at threshold, it causes a negative
impact on the whole distribution network
3) Protection: For the connection of distribution network, it needs to be
developed so that the grid associated strictly with the distributed generation
isolates itself any-time there is an internal fault (Jenkins et al.,2000). This
also operates in a way where the distribution grid is still functioning while
a few parts are not functioning. This works in favor of the customer. When
there is a deficit in power in the centralized grid, power from the distributed
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generation network can be used to satisfy the needs of the end user. In this
way power security is developed.
4) Transients: The distributed generation network interchanges functions from
being connected to the main grid and functioning independently. This gives
rise to transient currents in the main grid.
5) Losses in Transmission/Distribution Network: Of the many advantages of
Distributed generation, helping in maintaining the voltage level reduces the
amount of losses in the distribution network. In a few cases where a
consumer has a distributed generation network for one’s needs the load on
the distribution network decreases and significantly reduces losses. But, in
a case of high penetration of distributed generators, the effect is heavily
detrimental to the distribution network (Mendez et al., 2002).
2.1.2 Regulatory Barriers
After understanding the major technical challenges that distributed
generation possess, a study of regulatory barriers is made in this section.
This section will give be an introduction towards the regulatory barriers and
a few types of cost implications distributed generation has.
When an operator of a distributed network is seeking connection
with the utility grid, the operator pays a certain amount of fee to the utility
14

grid. The charges can be a onetime fee which shows as remuneration
towards the physical connection. Or this can also be a repeatable fee
charged upon usage of services. This fee is called the Network Tariff
(Cossent et al. (2009)).
This network tariff can be further divided into deep and shallow
connection charges. Deep connections can be defined as a connection
where the distributed generator pays for connections and the upstream
network reinforcements. In shallow connection charges the DG pays only
the connection charges (Cossent et al. (2009)).
Tariffs such as Use-of System charges are quite low and do not
cause a hinderance to distributed generators, the tariff is favorable to the
distributed generators. However, as the penetration of distributed
generators increase the use of system charges will become different. The
choice of being able to connect to deep and shallow networks will impact
the distributed generation as the penetration level gets higher. Distributed
generation will be affected by the deep connection charges as after a point
the net investment impact of distributed generators in deep connections will
become negative. The following section of this paper will study the
economics of distributed generation.
15

2.2 Economics of Distributed Generation
Cost-competitiveness is one major problem that distributed
generation will have to overcome. These parameters vary however from
one kind of distributed generation to the other. As seen from the table
below, distributed generation has very low costs or even highly
comparable costs in comparison to combined cycle gas turbines. Due to
the cheap costs of coal, coal steam turbines are still comparable to other
sources of generation but have a very high capital costs. When compared
on a KWH basis, the distributed generation methods are not the best. The
way to look at the picture is by factoring in more parameters. The ability
of distributed generation to produce both heat and electricity will modify
the outlook. This will bring distributed generation higher in terms of
economic benefit than centralized generation by having removed the costs
of adding a completely new boiler to the pre-existing plant (Strachan et
Farell, 2006).
Table 2 Different cost implications of types of Distributed generation.
(Strachan et Farell, 2006)
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Efficiency( Unit
% HHV)
size(
M
We)

Capital
Cost($/
K
W)

Fixed
O&M
cost($/
K Wys)

Vari
a
ble
cost
(C/
K
W)

1

Fuel
Product
i on
Cost
(C/KW
H
)
1999
Averag
e
0.68

Fuel
Product
i on
Cost
(C/KW
H
)
2001
Averag
e
1.19

Gas
Reciprocati
n g engines

29

0.2

750

15

DieselReciprocati
n g Engines

35

0.2

700

15

1

1.05

1.44

Microturbin
e

25

0.06

800

15

0.6

0.68

1.19

Fuel Cell

38

0.1

3000

15

0.6

0.68

1.19

Gas
Turbines
CCGT(Cent
ral ized
Generation)

29

10

480

15

0.55 0.68

1.19

50

200

550

15

0.55 0.68

1.19

CST
33
(Centralized
Generation)

500

1100

15

0.4

0.42
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0.38

Heat to power ratio is defined as the ratio of energy produced or consumed
in form of heat and energy produced or consumed in form of electricity.
𝐸nergy produced or consumed in form of heat
𝐻𝑃𝑅 =
Energy produced or consumed in form of Electricity
When the heat to power ratio of any generation is 0 then only
electricity is produced in that technology. A heat to power ratio of 2 is
reached when a facility is in need of 2 times the amount of electricity in
the form of heat. As the steam turbine technology does not operate at
maximum efficiency, the distributed generation facilities will always have
a positive impact as the HPR ratio goes up. As the HPR increases the
curve starts to converge and the system is no longer able to have cogeneration and an extra boiler has to be installed for the purpose of cogeneration, hence driving the costs up. At high HPRs the costs area
effected only due to the addition of an extra boiler but distributed
generation does not drive up the cost.
2.3 Types of Distributed Generation
The varied amount of end-user profiles gives way to a varied
amount technologies. There area many technologies that come in the
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range of Distributed generation, defined by International Energy Agency
(2002) as:
1) Reciprocating Engines: Reciprocating engines use an age-old method to
ignite a combustible mixture under pressure to move a piston. The
mixture contains compressed air and fuel. This technology is old and is
still very effective due to the low capital cost induced and low
maintenance costs. Here mainly combustion was used to move a piston
therefore helping convert chemical energy to mechanical and then further
to electrical energy. Many reciprocating engines run on different
combustible fuels and have recently started the use of bio-gas as a fuel.
Many reciprocating engines are used as a peaking generator due to their
small size(45% in the year 2007-2008), the rest are used as back-up and
emergency generators, the main drawbacks include high noise and air
pollution(IEA, 2002).
2) Gas Turbines: As natural gas started to come-up as a good fuel
alternative, due to their low emissions, gas turbines started to be used
more widely. The government provided incentives also helped in the vast
wide-spread of gas turbine technology. As a contrary to the reciprocating
engine, during the year 2007-2008 gas turbines were more used as
19

continuous generators (DGTW, 2008). The main advantage to the gas
generation technology is the ability of co-generation, micro-turbines are a
part of the gas turbines but developed for smaller power needs and
operate at higher operating speeds.
3) Fuel cells: Fuel cells is a newer technology and is still in the R&D
process, this technology converts the chemical energy of a fuel directly to
electrical energy which can further be used by an end user. Fuels used for
this are natural gas and hydrogen. High capital costs and low efficiency
are the 2 main drawbacks of this technology.
4) Renewable sources: Renewable sources of energy, in recent history, been
used as distributed generation widely. The positive environmental impact
when compared to conventional methods has been a major driving force
in the widespread of this technology. Wind-turbines, Solar systems and
thermal energy have been the 3 main types of renewable resources. High
initial capital needed has been a drawback for this
technology. Drawbacks also include the ambiguity of definitions, such as
an offshore wind farm wouldn’t qualify as a distributed generation facility.
(Perpermans (2005))
2.4 Impact on Climate
20

Distributed generation has many types and doesn’t always mean
clean energy. Figure 3 gives the emissions comparison between gas and
diesel reciprocating engines, microturbines, fuel cells, combined cycle gas
turbines and coal steam turbines. The emissions produced by a boiler have
been added to make it possible to compare the emission of centralized
generation with an extra boiler used on site for heat and distributed
cogeneration.
Table 3 Different emissions of types of generation. (Strachan and Farell, 2006)
CO2(g/k SO2(g/k NOx(g/k CO(g/k
PM10(g/k HC(g/k
W
W
W
Wh
W
Wh
h)
h)
h)
)
h)
)
Gas
625
0.032
0.5
1.8
0.014
0.54
Reciprocat
in g
Engine
Diesel
695
1.25
2.13
2.8
0.36
1.65
reciprocati
n g Engine
Micro725
0.037
0.2
0.47
0.041
0.14
Turbine
Fuel Cell
477
0.024
0.015
0
0
0
Gasturbine
CCGT

625

0.032

0.29

0.42

0.041

0.42

363

0.019

0.195

0.07

0.041

0.05

CST

965

5.64

1.7

0.07

0.136

0.05

Gas-Fired
Boiler

201

0.01

0.12

0.12

0.01

0.014
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Diesel reciprocating engines are the worst emitters in terms of
nitrogen oxides (NOx). Combined cycle gas turbines tend to be the best
performers in terms of carbon dioxide (CO2), Sulphur dioxide (SO2)
while fuel cells are the lowest emitters when it comes to NOx, CO,
particulate matters (PM10) and hydrocarbons (HC) (Strachan and Farell,
2006).
Distributed generation is not always the best performer in terms
emissions. Though some technologies such as fuel cells seems promising
for future application, the absence of implementation background and the
costs of this technology are still hindering its diffusion on a large scale.
To be used in the cleanest way possible, distributed generation will thus
have to use the less emitting technologies and favor renewable power.
2.5 Solar power
There is an immense amount of need and room for the build of
solar power as distributed energy. As seen before there are many other
types of distributed generation which help in reinforcing the network.
HPR ratio generally ranges from 0 to 2, where 0 is an ideal condition. The
HPR ratio for solar power is less than 1.
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Section 2.2 also describes the different costs that are created due
to the use of different types of distributed generation, in the figure 4 a
price chart of solar power is included:
Here it is observable that the costs related to solar power are significantly
decreasing and when compared to the costs of other sources are much
lesser.
Table 4 Cost implications of Different sources of Power
Value Category
2009 Study
2013 Study
Potential Value
Potential Value
(Cents/kWh)
(Cents/kWh)
Distribution
0 to 0.31
0
System
Transmission
0 to 0.51
0.32
System
Generation System 0 to 1.85
1.66
Fixed O&M
0.81 to 3.22
0.29
Fuel, Purchased
7.10 to 8.22
5.93
Power, Emissions
and Gas
transmission
Solar power comes with own technical constraints. While
producing solar power for an off-grid system, the power produced from
the solar panels needs to be filtered through a converter to match the
needs of the end user. In a grid connected system, the solar power need to
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have an immense amount of voltage amplification to match the voltage in
the transmission lines to be able to sell back power to the utility grid.
Federal Government extends a tax credit of 30% to any person
installing solar in a small amount. Other incentives include, net metering.
Net-Metering is where unused or excess power is sold from the distributed
generation to the utility grid. Incentives like these make solar power a
viable option for having a drastic change in the paradigm of power
generation and transmission.
2.6 Summary
Chapter 2 introduces the concepts of Distributed Generation in
depth. It is seen that distributed generation does not always need to mean
renewable power or clean power. There are many emissions that are
produced by distributed generation methods as well. Chapter 2 also
introduces solar power and renewable power as a viable option towards
developing a distributed generator network. It has little to no emissions
and has many incentives when installed even in small amounts.
Moving forward, this thesis will study and test a novel DC-DC
converter. As there is need of the voltage being raised so that solar power
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can co-generate and synchronize with the utility grid a method to do that
will be studied.
Chapter 3 will introduce the different types of DC-DC converters.
Chapter 4 will study and test the focused converter in question and draw
a conclusion towards usage in harnessing and maintaining solar power.
Chapter 5 is for study of practical solar power installation.
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Chapter 3 DC-DC converters

A DC-DC converter is a circuit that converts low/high voltage to
high/low voltage. Generally, the output voltage is set to exceed the AC
voltage level of the grid. This voltage is used as input to an inverter,
which then converts the DC voltage to AC and feeds it to the grid. DCDC converters are used to maintain DC power, decrease fluctuations and
provide a reliable connection to a high voltage line. Solar power is DC
power therefore, a DC-DC converter is required to adjust voltage for the
end user.
Buck, boost and buck-boost converters are three types of
converters. In these circuits, power devices are used as switches. This
device earlier used was a transistor, which is turned on by a pulse fed at
its gate. In all these circuits, the transistor is connected in series with load
to a dc supply, or a positive (forward) voltage is applied between anode
and cathode terminals. The thyristor turns off, when the current decreases
below the holding current, or a reverse (negative) voltage is applied
between anode and cathode terminals. So, a thyristor is to be forcecommutated, for which additional circuit is to be used. Earlier, dc-dc
converters were called ‘choppers’, where thyristors or GTOs are used.
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Here, buck converter (dc-dc) is called as ‘step-down chopper’, whereas
boost converter (dc-dc) is a ‘step-up chopper’. With the advent of bipolar
junction transistor (BJT), which is termed as self-commutated device, BJT
is also used as a switch instead of thyristors in dc-dc converters.

3.1 Buck Converter

Figure 2 Buck Converter ( M H RASHID, 2007)

Here, the DC supply is Vs. There are 2 control switches, diode D
and power electronics switch S. Further, it is a 2 pole low pass filter with
a L(inductor) and C(capacitor) circuit.
The duty cycle of the circuit is:
D = TON
𝑇
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(3.1)
𝑇 = 𝑇𝑜𝑛 + 𝑇𝑜𝑓𝑓

Here,
(3.2)

The circuit can be studied in 2 modes. Mode 1 is when switch S is
off and mode 2 is when switch S is on.
Mode of operation:
• When switch is ON:
Voltage across the inductor equals to
𝑉𝐿 = 𝐿
𝑑𝑡

(𝑑𝑖)

(3.3)
Here,

𝐼 = 𝐼𝑐 + 𝐼𝑜

(3.4)

Load Current equals to 𝐼𝑜 = 𝑉𝑜
𝑅
(3.5)
Applying KVL,
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𝑉𝑆 = 𝑉𝐿 + 𝑉𝑂
(3.6)

⇒ 𝑉𝑆 = 𝐿𝑑𝑖 + 𝑉𝑂, 𝑉𝑂 = 𝑉𝐶
𝑑𝑡
(3.7)
• When switch is OFF:
The KVL becomes,
𝑉𝐿 + 𝑉𝑂 = 0
(3.8)
⇒ 𝑉𝑂 = − 𝐿𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑡
(3.9)
As the output voltage is assumed constant by the small-ripple
approximation,
⇒ 𝐿𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡

(3.10)
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⇒ 𝑑𝑖/𝑑𝑡 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
(3.11)

Waveforms of voltage and current of buck converter within the onecycle period are shown in Fig. 6:

Figure 3 Supply Current Is, Diode Current ID, Inductor Current I, and
Inductor Voltage VL Waveforms respectively (Buck Converter) ( M H Rashid
2007)
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Because,

𝑉𝐿 = 𝐿𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑡

(3.12)
⇒ (𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛)𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑇𝐶𝐻 − 𝑂𝑁 =

𝑉𝑆−𝑉𝑂
𝐿

𝑑𝑡

(3.13)
𝑉𝑂
(1 − 𝑑𝑡)
𝐿

(𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥)𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑇𝐶𝐻 − 𝑂𝐹𝐹 = −

(3.14)
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥+𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛
⇒ 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

=𝐼
2

(3.15)
According to Fig. 3 and from the steady-state perspective, magnitude
of the inductor current increment during switch on is equal to the inductor
current decrement during switch off; i.e.
|( 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛)𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑇𝐶𝐻 − 𝑂𝑁| = |(𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛)𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑇𝐶𝐻 − 𝑂𝐹𝐹|
⇒ |𝑉𝑆 − 𝑉𝑂𝐿𝐷𝑇| = | − 𝑉𝑂𝐿(1 − 𝐷𝑇)|

(3.16)
(3.17)
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⇒ 𝑉𝑂 = 𝐷𝑉𝑆
(3.18)
In the case of the buck converter, output voltage directly depends
on the duty cycle and the voltage(input).

Alternatively, this can also be derived as follows:
As the net current passing through the inductor is 0,
𝐼(𝑇) − 𝐼(0) = 0
(3.19)
⇒

𝑉𝐿𝑑𝑡 = 0

𝐿
(3.20)
3.2 Boost Converter
Figure 4 shows structure of a boost converter:

Figure 4 Boost Converter ( M H Rashid 2007)
•

When the switch is ON:
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VS=VL
(3.21)

⇒ 𝐿𝑑𝑖

= 𝑉𝑆 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
𝑑𝑡
(3.22)
𝑑𝑖 =

𝑐, here C is constant

𝑑𝑡
(3.23)
This shows current that flows through inductor L increases with
constant slope, when switch S is ON.

•

When switch S is OFF:
⇒ 𝑉𝑆 = 𝑉𝐿 + 𝑉𝐶
(3.24)

⇒ 𝐿𝑑𝑖
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑉𝑆 − 𝑉𝐶;

(3.25)
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⇒

𝑑𝑖 =

(𝑉𝑆 − 𝑉𝐶)𝐿

𝑑𝑡
(3.26)
In this case, current that flows through inductor decreases and can reach
a value equal to the value of current at the first stage when switch S is on.
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑜𝑛= 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑉𝑆𝐿𝑑𝑡
(3.27)

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑉𝑆 − 𝑉𝐶𝐿(1 −
𝐷)𝑇

(3.28)

Figure 5 Supply Current, Diode Current, Inductor Current and Inductor
Voltage respectively (Boost Converter) (M H Rashid 2007)
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3.3 Buck-Boost Converter

A buck-boost converter is capable of handling both the
functionalities of increasing the input voltage and also decreasing the input
voltage.

Figure 6 Buck-Boost Converter ( M H Rashid 2007)

Figure 7 Buck-Boost converter when switch is ON (M H Rashid 2007)
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Figure 8 Boost converter when switch is OFF ( M H Rashid)

•

Figure 9 Current and Voltage
Characteristics ( M H Rashid
2007)
Output voltage of buck-boost converter is: 𝑉𝑂 =

𝐷 𝑉𝑆

1−𝐷
•

When D < 0.5, it acts as a step-down converter or a buck converter.
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•

When D > 0.5, it acts as a step-up converter or a boost converter.

•

And when D = 0.5, input and output voltages are the same i.e. VO=VS.

•

That is why buck-boost converters are also called as DC transformers due
to the same role in the case in

AC.

3.4 Proposed DC-DC converter for case-study
3.4.1 Converter Description

Figure 10 DC-DC converter with coupled Inductor ( J H Lee et al. 2014)

The circuit of DC-DC converter with coupled inductor is shown in figure
3.1.

Components of the circuit includes:
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1) Input (DC) voltage
2) 4 capacitors
3) 4 diodes
4) 1 Switch (S)
5) 1 Load (RL)
6) 1 Coupled inductor, which is configured as an ideal transformer. The
transformer also comprises of magnetizing inductor and leakage inductor.
The capacitor and diode, C1 and D1 act as the clamp circuit. C2 and
D2 are devices of voltage multiplier for the capacitor C1. The transformer
has a turn ratio equal to Ns/Np which is also denoted by N.
Assumptions considered for the operation of the Converter are stated as
follows:

1) The capacitors in the circuit (C1, C2, C3, C0) are large and hence the voltages
associated with the capacitors are constant during one mode.
2) All components in the circuit are considered ideal.
3) Coupled inductor also has leakage inductance.
The converter under assumptions above contains of 5 stages in one
switching period. These 5 stages are all analyzed under Continuous
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Conduction Mode (CCM) operation of the converter. Every stage of the
CCM mode is related to either charging or discharging of capacitors.
CCM in this converter delivers high voltage gain which can be used in
solar energy generation system where the voltage input is small.
3.4.2 Stages of Operation

CCM contains 5 stages of operation:
Stage 1:

Figure 11 Stage 1 of CCM ( J H Lee et al. 2014)
In stage 1 of its operation, which lasts between t0 and t1 (t0<t<t1),
switch S is turned on along with diodes D2 and D4. Simultaneously the
first diode(D1) and the third diode(D3) are switched off. The voltage
source Vi magnetizes the magnetizing inductor
Lm. Capacitor C2 and diode D2 are parallel to the secondary side of the
coupled inductor. This causes the current at switch S to decrease linearly
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as the leakage inductance increases linearly. The necessary load RL is
realized by the capacitor C0. This stage ends when the current of coupled
inductor becomes 0 (t=t1).
Stage 2:

Figure 12 Stage 2 of CCM ( J H Lee et al. 2014)

Time: t1<t<t2
Components that are turned ON: S and Diode D3.
Components turned OFF: D1, D2,D4.
In this stage the magnetizing inductance in magnetized through the
switch S. Therefore, the currents associated with both leakage and
magnetizing inductance increase linearly. The source Vi , capacitor C1 and
the secondary side of the inductor are used to charge the capacitor C3 .
The output of the converter is supplied through the output capacitor C0.
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Stage 3:

Figure 13 Stage 3 of CCM (J H Lee et al. 2014)

Time: t2<t<t3
Components turned ON: Diode D1 and Diode D3.
Components turned OFF: D2,D4.
In this stage the capacitor C1 is charged by the stored energy in
capacitor C2 and the inductors Lm and Lk. the switch current Is and the
current at leakage inductor increases and decreases respectively, the
capacitor is still charged through the diode 3. This stage continues till the
currents of leakage inductor and magnetizing inductor are equal.
Stage 4:
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Time: t3<t<t4
Components turned ON: Diode D1 and Diode D4.
Components turned OFF: S, D2, D3.
Here the capacitor C1 is still charged by the components
mentioned in the above stage. The currents in the leakage and
magnetizing inductors are decreasing in this stage. The energy stored in
the magnetizing inductor is transferred in parts to the secondary side of
the transformer. Further the capacitor C0 is charged by the source,
capacitor 3 and also secondary and primary sides of the coupled inductor.
This interval is closed by switching D1 off.

Figure 14 Stage 4 of CCM ( J H Lee et al. 2014)
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Stage 5:

Figure 15 Stage 5 of CCM (J H Lee et al. 2014)

Time: t4<t<t5
Components turned ON: Diode D2 and Diode D4.
Components turned OFF: S, D1, D3.
This is the last stage of the CCM switching cycle. The currents in
inductors Lm and Lk are still decreasing linearly. To charge the capacitor 2
stored energy from magnetizing inductor is used, this is why the energy is
transferred in parts from the previous stage to this. Furthermore, to
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provide the required amount of output power the ouput capacitor is
charged through the VI source, secondary and primary side of the inductor
and also the capacitor 3.

Figure 16 Waveforms of CCM operation of Converter ( J H Lee et al. 2014)
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3.4.3 Analysis of Modes of Operation
In analyzing this mode of operation only the stages 2, 4 and 5 are
considered as the stages 1 and 3 are very small when compared to the stages
being considered.
In stage 2 the DC source charges the magnetizing inductor. Therefore,
𝑉𝐿𝑚 = 𝐾𝑉1
(3.29)
Here K is the coupling coefficient of the inductor.
𝐾=

𝐿𝑚

.

𝐿𝑚+𝐿𝑘
(3.30)
C3 is Charged by C1, DC source and also the inductor. This gives rise to
𝑉𝑐3 = 𝑉𝐶1 + (𝐾𝑛 + 1)𝑉1
(3.31)
Here the n symbolizes the turn ratio of the inductor. Furthrt in
stage 4, the magnetizing and leakage inductors charge capacitor 1 through
capacitor 2. Hence voltage across the magnezing inductor can be written
as
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𝑉𝐿𝑚 = 𝑘 (𝑉𝐶2 − 𝑉𝐶1 )
(3.32)
Also, the output voltage can be formulated as
𝑉𝑂 = 𝑉𝐼 + 𝑉𝐶3 + (𝑘𝑛 + 1)(𝑉𝐶1 − 𝑉𝐶2 )
(3.33)
In the time interval of stage V, the voltage across Lm can be expressed by
𝑉𝐿𝑚 = − 𝑉𝐶

2

𝑛
(3.34)
Moreover, the output voltage is derived as
1

𝑉𝑂 = 𝑉𝐼 + 𝑉𝐶3 + (
𝑘𝑛

+ 1) 𝑉𝐶2

(3.35)
According to the considered assumptions, the output capacitor
voltage is constant during one complete cycle. Therefore, by equating
3.32 and 3.34 we can derive the output of capacitor 1:
𝑉𝐶1 = (1 +

1

) 𝑉𝐶2
𝑘𝑛

(3.36)
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Using the volt-second balance principle on Lm and equations (1), (3), (6) and
(8),
the

voltages

𝑉𝑐1 = (

across

capacitors

C1

and

C2

is

obtained

as

𝑘𝑛+1)𝐷 𝑉𝑖

1−𝐷
(3.37)
𝑉𝑐2 =

𝑘𝑛𝐷

1−𝐷
(3.38)
Considering the output voltages of the capacitors C1 and C2, i.e.
considering the equations 8 and 2 we can derive the output voltage for
capacitor 3
𝑉𝑐3 = (

𝑘𝑛+1) 𝑉𝑖

1−𝐷
(3.39)
Considering equations 10 and 11 and substituting them in the output
voltage equation we will be able to derive the value of voltage gain.
𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑚 = (

2+𝑘𝑛+𝑘𝑛𝑑)
𝑉𝑖

1−𝐷
(3.40)
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After having analyzed the modes of operation of the, figure 17 will
show the projected performance graph when compared to other converters.

Figure 17 Shows the different performance graphs of converters. ( J H Lee et
al. 2014)
From the above graph, the voltage gain of the controller with
coupled inductor is higher than the voltage gain in converters in other
papers. This voltage gain can be helpful in places where the solar
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production is very low. Furthermore, the converter can help charge a
battery. In the coming sections the Simulink model of the converter under
the influence of a DC input will be studied. The converter’s applications
in renewable energy when connected/ disconnected with storage at
different quantity is shown and studied.
3.5 Testing the Converter on Distributed generation (Battery)

Figure 18 Proposed converter with battery

1) 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒: 40𝑣
2) Battery: Nickle-Metal Hydride, Nominal voltage is 1.2v
3) Capacitances: C1=47µF=C2, C3=100µF, C4=220µF
4) Inductances: Lm=300µH, Lk=1µH
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5) All 4 diodes have the same forward voltage of 0.8 V.
6) Output Resistance= 533 ohms
Output Characteristics:
As this thesis is making a case study of renewable energy
applications for a DCDC converter with coupled inductor, the charging
characteristics of the battery along the delivered output voltage is
measured.
The battery is considered fully drained as to check how the battery
is charging, to measure the credibility of the charge the state of charge of
the battery is measured over the sampling time of the simulation. The
capacitor voltages with the different diode currents is also measured, these
values show how the converter works and defines the charging and
discharging of certain capacitors. From the graphs it will also be
observable that the output capacitor is C0.
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Figure 19 output voltage of converter and SOC of battery
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Figure 20 Capacitor Voltages and Inductor Currents
The voltages of the different capacitors show that the capacitors in
the converter are charging and discharging continuously to keep the
output load satisfied. We can also see that the current at the leakage
inductance is fluctuating, this is because of the continuous charging and
discharging of the clamp capacitor C1. This happens in stages 4 and 5
where the inductances are also used to charge and discharge the
capacitors.
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Figure 21 Diode Currents
The Diode currents show the way they are working, when
observed closely, it is observable that when the diodes D2 and D3 have
peaks the diodes D1 and D4 have valleys or are 0.
This shows the functionality of the converter and gives credibility
to the CCM conduction mode studied in the section earlier. In the next
section, converter applications with solar power is studied and further the
solar power applications with the use of battery is also studied. The next
chapter will have an in-depth consideration of the different Simulink
models and the different attributes being used in each model.
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Chapter 4: Testing and Studying the Proposed Converter Under Solar Power
Conditions

4.1 Solar Module in Simulink

The PV module in Simulink is provided. This PV module data is
provided by NREL. The PV module gives the exact amount of power that
can be generated from the module at the specified irradiance and
temperature. Higher temperature is not always suitable for the solar panel.
The efficiency of the solar panel decreases significantly when the
temperature of the module is high.

Figure 22 Circuit Diagram of pv module ( M H Rashid, 2007)
4.2 Solar Power Application with the Converter
The Converter is tested under different input conditions, these
input conditions is to provide an outlook as to how much voltage gain can
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the converter provide. This application of different loads will also provide
an insight on how this converter can help in solar power applications.
Input Characteristics, the input characteristics show the amount of
irradiance and temperature that is being provided to the solar panel.
Specified temperature: 25ºC
Specified irradiance: 1000,500,100
The irradiance is in a phase of stepping down, with decrements of
500 and then 400 respectively. The graph below shows the PV and IV
characteristics of the PV module used in the first model.
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Figure 23 P-V and I-V characteristics of the PV module

4.2.1 Converter under LOW voltage PV module
1) The module used in the figure 4-4 is a 1 string-5 panels.
2) In the specified PV module the power being generated is at a maximum of
200 watts.
3) The voltage of this module is the best at 30V.
4) Current of the module is about 8 A approximately.
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5) This power is very less but this condition is used to demonstrate the use of
the converter at low power producing areas.

Figure 24 Converter with solar power application

Output characteristics: PV module
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Figure 25 Converter with solar power application

1) Converter-Voltage

Figure 26 Converter Voltage
2) Capacitor voltages:
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Figure 27 Capacitor Voltages

From the graphs in 1 and 2 we can see that the converter works
perfectly with a small amount of solar power also, further the power of the
PV module is increased to test the converter under high input
characteristics.
4.2.2 Converter under High Voltage PV module
Input Characteristics for the converter under high i/p: The module
is changed to having 10 parallel strings and 40 pv modules in each array.
Therefore, this delivers an approximate voltage 1380V
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•

Diode Currents of the Converter under High Input

Figure 28 Diode currents if the converter is under high input

Capacitor voltages under high input
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Figure
29
Capacitor
Voltages
4.2.2.1 Results Discussion
The input by more ore used in the simulation has an output of
1380 volts which has been fed to the converter the converter in turn
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delivers a voltage of 3246 volts. From the graph of the diode currents it is
a observable that the diodes work according to continuous conduction
mode. In the graph of capacitor voltages, it is observable that the output
voltage in each cycle is delivered by the output capacitor. It is also seen
that capacitor 2 and 3 held charging the output capacitor.

4.3 Converter under Battery Charging
Conditions State of charge: 0%
Nominal Voltage: 1.2v
Voltage at full charge: 40v
Exponential zone: Voltage is 1.301 and Capacity
is 1.3Ah Solar power Characteristics:
1 parallel string with 5 in each string.
Output:
State of charge of battery:
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Figure 30 Figure shows the state of charge is increasing
Output of the converter:
Capacitor voltages of the converter

Figure 31 Capacitor voltages of the converter with battery connection
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Figure 32 Diode currents of the converter

4.3.1.1 Result Discussion
Here the converter is tested under battery charging conditions. The
battery initially has a zero percent charge. As the simulation starts, we can
see that battery state of charge has raised up to user desired voltage,
therefore showing the converters application in battery charging
conditions. Also, from the current graph of the simulation, we can see that
the leakage inductance and mutual inductance have negative current due
to the battery charging. Furthermore, it is also observable that the currents
in diode, 1, 2, 3 and 4 have very sharp peaks. This shows that the
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converter reacts quickly to changing conditions. The output voltage of the
converter is maintained at 10 volts, which is a very good voltage,
considering that the battery is at a zero percent charge.
4.4 Summary
•

There are many different conditions under which the converter delivers a
high voltage gain.

•

In all the condition’s output, the diode currents are shown. The diode
currents show that the diodes follow the concept of the DC-DC converter
with a coupled inductor.

•

In all the cases where there is a battery connected, we can see that the output
voltage is restricted to what the battery’s output voltage is. But, the
converter delivers a high voltage gain. The voltage output of the converter
has variations in the range of 0.5v-1v.

•

The switch voltage of the converter is seen to be varying the most as the
leakage inductance and the mutual inductance keep charging and
discharging the clamp capacitor
C1 .

•

While testing the converter with solar panel and a SOC of 0%, it was seen
that the battery is charging heavily and also gives a high voltage gain.
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•

In the condition where the battery is fully charged and the converter is still
powered by the solar panel the SOC of the battery does not change but the
converter delivers a high voltage gain even with a very low input.

•

In the final condition where the battery is fully charged and is the only
source for delivering power, the SOC of the battery does not drop by much
but the converter can utilize this amount of power to deliver a voltage gain
upwards of 5.92 voltage gain
(Vo/Vin).
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Chapter 5 Solar Power Installation

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to give a complete step by step of the
different processes and parts involved in the installation and production of
solar systems. Solar systems installation consists very importantly of 3
main parts.
1) Type of Ownership
2) Designing and possibility building
3) Permitting and Commissioning
The governments and policies have made the growth of solar power
systems more viable and easier by mandating Net-Metering as an integral
part of the solar system finances. Net metering helps in selling the excess
amount of electricity back to the grid.(Ardani. Et al)
There are 2 main types of net-metering
1) Aggregate Net-metering
In this type of net-metering a consumer is allowed to add-up all the
amount of excess solar energy productions, and sell back to the grid. The
consumer in this case can add up all the production from his properties,
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including multiple meters. This is generally done in the residential solar
power systems.
2) Virtual Net metering
In this type, all the production is first sold to the grid directly and the grid
in-turn pays the facility of the production. This is generally done in
bigger/commercial solar systems.

Figure 33 Comparison between net-metering and Virtual
net-metering (Ardani et al. 2015)
There are 4 main factors that go into consideration
of net-metering:
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1) Maximum upper limit of allowed production: Where there is a limit of how
big the system can be sized so as to avail a net-metering scheme for the
system. Many states and utilities also have a 110% system size limit with
reference to the usage of the consumer at site (Ardani. Et al).
2) Making Sure that the available rates are acceptable to the project
economics, some states/utilities pay for the power delivered through the
grid in form of RECs and some provide in terms of monetary benefits. The
decision to get involved in the net-metering process heavily depends on the
kind of project economics each kind of compensation projects (Ardani. Et
al).
3) Many utilities around the country also have a limit on the aggregate amount
of back-feeding that grid can take or will take. Net-metering will not be
possible if the said utility has already met its goal for the amount of backfeeding it can take for the year or by the area.
4) The final factor in making the decision of net-metering depends on how the
RECs are to be owned. RECs are renewable energy credits and can be
owned by the owner of the system only. The credits can also be transferred
from a single owner to the utility or to a third party that leases out the
system/ power to a particular customer.
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In the following parts of this chapter the different tasks of making a
solar system possible will be discussed further.
5.1 Types of Ownership

There are many ways in which a solar power system can be owned. It
can be owned by the consumer out-right or through different methods of
1) Third Party Ownership
2) Community Solar Share
5.1.1 Third part Ownership:
Third party ownership or TPO is when a consumer pays for the total
output of a solar power system but the system is operated and maintained
by a different entity. A general business model through which this is
possible is known as the PPA (power purchase agreement), here a legal
binding is made according to the consumer’s needs and the third-party’s
goals. This contract is generally a 15-20-year term contract between the
third party and the consumer. In this model the system itself may or may
not be located at the site of consumption. (Ardani. Et al)
Many states have different policies regarding this business model. A few
states regulate TPOs as utilities and few others characterize them as utilities
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but present different level of tariffs as it does not deliver the level of
efficiency a utility grid otherwise might provide. In a few states, as a step
towards encouraging solar, TPOs are not considered utility and separate
rebates and credits are provided. This helps a small TPOs to function and
also help bring down the total cost of a solar system.

Figure 34 Regulation map for TPOs around the country (Ardani et al. 2015)

Characteristic to be checked before deciding on the type of
interconnection:
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1) Pre-existing policies:
As different states and zones have varied amount of pre-existing policies
to regulate TPOs, it is necessary to look through all the legal implications
and the rebate structure before going into a long-term contract with a
company.
2) TPO’s model and Incentive compatibility:
There may be many cases where there might arise a problem between the
consumer being able to use to sell the state-based credits when one binds in
a contract with a TPO. Some times the TPO may not be able to gain the
REC credits from the consumer, this would drive the costs up for the
consumer.
3) Though through the TPO business model many upfront costs can be
negotiated and be written off, helping the consumer to avail green energy
at zero upfront costs. The statebased REC credits play an important driver
in the costs of the system. Consumers will, in many states, be able to
negotiate at this stage where they are able to negotiate the ownership of the
credits itself.
5.1.2 Community Solar Share
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Community Solar share is a new newer business model in the solar
market to be able to deliver solar power to consumers with a varied amount
of problems pertaining to system costs, space availability and state
legislation. (Ardani. Et al) There are three main types of community solar
share:
1) Many utilities around the country own and operate their own solar gardens,
further there are many options for the consumers of the utility itself to buy
in on the solar share and be able to avail recreational solar credits. These
contracts can be a long-term or a short-term buy in.
2) For consumers in groups and for commercial consumers, many times, the
state allows for them to invest in a solar farm and receive incentives in
reference to the amount of investment the group has made.
3) The final model of solar share programs is the non-profit model where the
organizations seek funds from the market to develop solar farms so as to
distribute electricity to a minority group at a lower and a more affordable
price. The donors might or might not seek recreational energy credits and
state given incentives from the project they donated towards.
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Figure 35 Community Solar Map of states with and Without Legislation
(Ardani et al. 2015)
There are many states where the legislation and state-based incentives
are still developing towards the community solar share program, but as seen
from figure 3, there are projects being developed and maintained in states
which have pre-existing legislation towards the program and also in states
that do no have any legislation around the community solar share program.

5.2 Designing and Possibility Building
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The second important task in building a solar power system is to design
a solar system with in the regulations of the state/district and the home
owners authority legislation that the said site of install is located in.
There are 3 main steps in the designing of an acceptable solar system
1) Heat and obstruction map
2) Preliminary design
3) 3-line diagram
5.2.1 Heat and Obstruction map

This is the first stage in the designing of a viable system, in this process
the availability of sunlight is measured and an analysis is made on many
factors as to what amount of offset is possible to establish at the site of
install
1) The first step of this task is to measure the amount of irradiance and map out
obstructions around the house that might be blocking Irradiance coming onto
the Solar system
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Figure 36 Image showing the said address mapped out with obstructions on
the roof and around the site using Aerial/ 3-D maps and LIDAR (Light
Detection and Ranging)

2) Second step is to make an approximate system design using the aerial data
available from step 1.
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Figure 37 Design with irradiance availability at site and with production
availability during different months.

This step involves the analysis of TSRF factors which takes into
consideration factors like shading, tilt of site and orientation factor of the
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site itself. These factors help in understanding whether or not a project will
be efficient both power offset-wise and financially.

5.2.2 Preliminary Design

Preliminary design is the step in the process where the possible power
usage offset is acceptable by the consumer and by the state-legislation itself.
Here the system will have to follow the regulations of different jurisdictions
like the electric codes and fire codes of the state.
Here a CAD software is used to develop a design to affirm the obstruction
map and also the space availability for the system.

Figure 38 Prelim Design Using CAD software
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Here the different determined components are shown on the design:
1) Obstructions (marked in red)
2) Site Outline (marked in blue)
3) Solar Panels location on the site (marked in black)
4) Fire code offset (marked in grey)
5) Nomenclature of each side of the site with panels with data of the tilt,
orientation and azimuth angle.
5.2.3 3-Line Diagram

Figure 39 3-Line Diagram showing different parts of the system
The Different parts of the 3-line CAD design are:
1) Solar panel, string interconnection and total power out let.
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2) Interconnection from the panels to the Inverter.
3) Inverter to Disconnect connection.
4) Disconnect to Main service panel connection.
5) Interconnection from service panel to the point of back-feeding into the
utility grid.
6) Nomenclature showing the different electrical components of the design at
different points.
7) Nomenclature showing warnings and different legislature rules and laws
the system is following and adhering to.

5.3 Permitting and Commissioning
This is the final task in making a solar system a possibility. Permitting is
a step that is done before the installation of the project itself. Here the
designs are submitted to the jurisdiction for stamping and acquiring the goahead on any project.
Commissioning is a step after the installation where an inspector from
the different jurisdictions are made available at the site of install to be able
to certify the install of the project. After the utility is able to verify the
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different regulations the project is commissioned and operated to deliver
the desired offset. (Ardani. Et al)

Figure 40 Showing the different steps involved in permitting and commissioning a
solar system (Ardani et al. 2015)
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future work

6.1 Conclusion

The thesis provides a discussion into the challenges faced by
centralized generation and distributed generation. In distributed
generation, different types are considered and evaluated. This study has
helped realizing the advantages and disadvantages of solar power. A
challenge is considered and a solution is studied and tested with the help
of Matlab/Simulink.+
The presented converter as seen works perfectly well with solar
power applications it also works well with battery charging conditions.
The converter can deliver a high amount of gain even with small strings
of solar modules. In solar strings of even 5 modules, the converter was
able to accept the low level of input while being able to deliver the level
of output need for interconnection.

This goes to show that the

converter has heavy applications in fast charging systems, the converter is
also applied to the PV module at zero percent charge, showing that the PV
module can charge the battery as well as deliver a high voltage due to the
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converter, which responds to the low input by providing high voltage
gain.
The converter helps distributed generation a lot because it delivers
a high voltage gain even at lower voltage inputs, therefore showing that
the converter can be applied to each and every module in the array further,
giving a higher voltage gain. Also, the converter can give a high voltage
gain that the PV module can be connected to the main utility grade. It is
also seen that the voltage at the switch is very low.
Therefore, this converter provides a high voltage gain and delivers
less current at the switch and also stabilizes the output current. The
leakage inductance and the magnetizing inductance help in delivering a
varied amount of current, therefore giving the user more opportunity to
control and modulate the amount of power one needs.
6.2 Future Work

This thesis conducts a validation process towards using distributed
generation instead of centralized generation. Future work may include:
1) Building a robust network which can accommodate the influx of high
penetration of distributed generation.
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2) Control measures for voltage of distributed generation needs to be further
studied.
3) A detailed model, which incorporates the presented converter and the grid
needs to be built and tested.
4) Calling for policy change in many states that would mandate the use or
part-take in solar power production.
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